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Welcome!Welcome to the Personal Empowerment 4!week, Attracting Your Ideal Partner CoachingProgram. This program has been designed to assist you in attracting your soul mate.Are you ready?  This is a course about how to attract a special person into your life – someonewho will enhance who you are, connect with you at the soul level, and be a source of love. The premise of this coaching program is based on the Law of Attraction. In order to attractyour ideal partner, or soul mate, you need to become what you want to attract.  If you arefeeling lonely, you cannot attract connection. It defies law. This program will help you get yourenergy field and your vibration in a high place so that you can attract this partner with easeand effortlessness. It will help you feel connected to your soul, so that you can attract thatperfect partner. You can use these processes to attract a life partner, to draw a child to you before conception,or to bring a deep and lasting friendship into your life. You can and will have the lovingrelationship that you want!Are you ready to begin?
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The 4-week Attracting Your 
Soul Mate Coaching Program
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I Intend to Create . . .
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I Intend to Receive … 
Because...
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Week One
What does your ideal relationship look like for you? Are you clear
about what you want?

My Ideal Partner
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The feelings I expect to have 
when I find my ideal partner are:

I believe I can attract my ideal partner because:
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My Ideal Partner:
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Step 1:  Making Soul Contact: Make a stronger connection to your soul, then
find and connect with the souls who are your possible future soul mates. In this first journey, you will begin the process of attracting a soul mate by meeting and1. blending with your own soul. Journey to the soul plane and look out over the sea of light. Asoul mate is a  person who is deeply connected to you at the soul level. You may have alreadyhad soul mates in your life. The length of time you are with someone does not determine ifthis person is a soul mate or not. Soul mates are those with whom you share a deep bond, withwhom you learn many lessons, with whom you have much growth, and with whom you areconnected as souls. Think about who you are attracting right now as a soul mate, a life partner, a good friend, a2. child, etc. To begin, we will work with the solar light which is the sun of the soul plane. It is aradiant light; it is the soul of your sun. The soul plane is a higher dimension of light whereyour soul lives. You can travel there by expanding your consciousness. Imagine a warm sunabove you, the solar light. Create it with your mind. This is a light of perfection and beauty. Itis the light that leads everyone home to the dimension of light. As you think of the solar light,imagine you are breathing in this highly refined light, sending it to all the cells in your body.Relax your body, sending solar light to any area of tightness or tension. Mentally movingthrough your body, adjust your posture, and breathe in light. Imagine that your spine is like ahollow rod, and call the solar light into this rod and fill it up with light. The solar light respondsto your call. Imagine that you are filling up with so much light that you are filling up a cocoonof solar light all around you. Bring solar light into your emotions with your breath. Feeling yourself growing calm and3. serene with each breath in. You are feeling quieter, and more peaceful. More at one withyourself and the world. As you breathe in, imagine that you are breathing in solar light intoyour thoughts. Surrounding each thought with solar light. Making each thought more beautiful.As you breathe out, you are sending out on your out breath, any thoughts you do not want.Imagine them leaving.You are going to the soul plane, lifting higher and higher, expanding your awareness. The solar4. light is growing closer to you until you come into the sea of light, into the soul plane. Just likeyou have seen the sun sparkling upon water. Imagine the solar light shining upon the sea oflight. All the souls here are a sparkling light. Souls are bright. The souls of the enlightened onesare very bright some are less bright. Everywhere you look there is beauty, harmony, and light.The soul plane knows only bliss and joy and harmony and oneness. You are free here. You candance, you can bounce, or you can play. You can be everywhere at once, or you can coalesceinto a small point of light. You are light here. 
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In the soul plane there is a special place called the temple of the enlightened ones. You can5. come here to call your soul to you to meet and blend with it. This is a place where many highbeings of light come together to broadcast love and light. All you need to do is have theintention to go to this place. Think of it and you will find yourself there. Imagine the most beautiful place, perhaps you can picture flowers. There is a feeling of love6. here, joy, acceptance and peace. You are so welcomed here.A beam of light greets you and leads you inside. You are led to a courtyard where there are7. many such as you who are calling upon and meeting and blending with their souls. Manybeings of light are here. Those who will help you call in your soul and blend with it. A ceremony of meeting and blending with your soul is beginning. Sense all the others that are8. here, as you are, to know themselves as souls. Feel the power and love that is present in thisgroup. You are asked now to call your soul. Sound an “OM” out loud. This is a note of yourintention. Your decision to meet and blend with your soul and make it a part of your life. Soundthis note now. “OM.” Your soul hears your call. You might imagine it as an enormous sphere of light. It is a very9. beautiful light. Picture your soul off in the distance coming towards you. Closer and closeruntil it is standing in front of you. Greet your soul as a living presence of great beauty and light.Appreciate how magnificent you are. This is you, a part of you. Feel your soul’s love for you. Italways loves you no matter what you do. It accepts you and loves you. And your soul asks you,“Are you ready to blend with me? To accept me and make me a part of your life even more?” When you are ready, your soul lovingly, gently, and respectfully descends through the top of10. your head and centers its light in the middle of your soul around your heart center, andconnects to your head center. Begin to light up all the light within you. Feel your soul becomeone with you. Allow its presence to be a part of your life. Feel its power. Draw in the power ofyour soul. Sense its will, which is connected with the higher will, connecting your will withthe higher will and the plan and purpose of your life. Feel the light of your soul lighting up theway for you so that you may see and feel your soul mate. Feel the purity of your soul. Purifying the lower energies, lifting you higher onto your path of11. enlightenment. And your soul is allowing you to look with it over the sea of light. To see thesoul of your soul mate. There are many souls here. Think now of the soul that you want to callto you. Just feel that feeling in your heart that has wanted a soul mate. Let that be part of yourcall. Perhaps there is one soul here that could be your soul mate. Imagine that three or four orone or two or a number of souls begin to appear to you. These are potential soul mates. 
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Think of the person you are calling to you. Do you want to attract a younger soul, a same!aged12. soul, or an older soul? There will be different lessons and paths of growth with each. With ayounger soul, you will be the teacher. This can be very rewarding if the younger soul is willingto learn from you. With a same!aged soul, you will be on a similar path and mirror back to eachother many similar lessons. There can be many challenges as well. With an older soul, you maybe the student. And you may be challenged to grow rapidly. Go within and ask yourself, whattype of soul partner do you wish to attract? A younger, same!aged, or older soul. As you look at the souls of those that are possible soul mates, sense the sphere of light of each13. of these souls and pick one. Just use your imagination. Sense this person’s soul. Notice howyou feel. Does your light grow brighter? Is it easy to feel expanded and open? Does this otherperson’s soul respond to your light? Pick another soul. Just notice the same things at this leveleven if it feels that you are making it up, it is fine. Do you feel open and expanded as you connectwith this person’s soul? Does your light grow brighter? Does the other person’s soul respondto yours? Notice anything you can about this soul connection. If there is a soul present, playwith this soul for a moment. Think of which soul felt the best to you, the most aligned withyou at this level.You will come back and meet this soul as you continue your journey. Thank the beings of light14. who have joined you to assist you in meeting and blending with your soul. Remember the soulsyou have met here. Be prepared to meet one again. 
Step 2:  Meeting Soul-to-Soul: Decide what you want in a soul mate. You will
be led through a series of questions about the kind of soul connection you want.
You will then be guided to find the soul of the person who fits what you are
asking for. Think of the solar light above you and breathe in solar light. Create a cocoon of light,1. surrounding yourself in light. As you breathe in, imagine you are sending solar light into yourbody. Relax your body. Feel your muscles around your jaw relaxing. Adjust your posture soyou feel comfortable and relaxed. Breathe in solar light into your emotions. It’s as if the fogaround your body is clearing up, dissolving, and the light is shining through. Your worries andcares are beginning to dissolve. And the light of love is surrounding you. Let the solar lightcome into your thoughts, into your mind. You are calming down and feeling very peaceful andrelaxed. You are lifting up to the soul plane into the sea of light. All the souls that are here, andyou, are here as light. The solar light is above you. As you look at the solar light, you notice atevery moment it is becoming a more beautiful and perfect light. 
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You then observe that you too are becoming a more beautiful and perfect light. Think of the2. temple of the enlightened ones. Travel here once again. You are met by a being of light wholeads you inside to a special room. You will meet the soul of your soul mate. As you are ledinside, once again call your soul to you. Think of it. Ask it to come. It is delighted you havecalled. Your soul comes to you. You notice the light in its center is like a beautiful jewel. Asparkling, radiating light. Forming a sphere of light all around your soul. Your soul is made oflight. Your soul gently and easily begins to embrace you with its light. Blending with you.Merging with you. Forming a sphere of light all around you and centering around your heartcenter. It’s as if your heart center’s light is blending with the heart of your soul. And your heartcenter is awakening. Filling with your soul’s love. And your soul is filling you with light. It isfilling you with wisdom and its creative intelligence. You are becoming your soul. You have looked over the souls of others. With your soul, now ask3. the soul that is most responsive to your light and who is most ready to meet you, to join you.To come into this very special room and to work soul!to!soul with you. As you look out as yoursoul, you sense the soul of another coming towards you. Perhaps this is the soul you playedwith earlier, or a new soul you have not met. Feel the moment of recognition. The feeling ofwarmth and love that passes between you. You may have known each other before. You mayhave had many lifetimes together. There may be a feeling of great familiarity, a sense of joy atthe meeting. Send out your warm welcome to this person’s soul. Receive the love that comes back to you4. from this person’s soul. Observe all you can about this person’s soul. Is it as bright as yours orbrighter, or not quite as bright?  Imagine filling yourself up with light and radiating light to this soul.  How does this soul receive5. your light? Adjust the way you send light now so that person can receive even more of yourlight. Perhaps changing the way you send it, sending it in waves. Play with this. Perhaps senda color. Send out waves of harmony. Harmonizing your two lights and the way they work together. Be6. creative in the way they work together. This person’s soul is truly with you and what you aredoing is real even though it may feel what you are doing is making it up. Radiate a very balanced, steady energy. Creating a feeling of balance between the ways your two7. souls work together. Stabilizing and balancing together. And imagine radiating joy, waves of joy,at the fun and play you will have together. And feel the energy that comes back to you. Feel itfrom the other person’s soul as this person’s soul sends you joy. And as you think of the solarlight above you, becoming a more perfect light, and how you are a perfect light, imagine that thetwo of you together are becoming more beautiful and perfect as your souls play together.
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There is beginning to be a flow here, a balance and a harmony. And sense how your lights work8. together, the light of your two souls making each other’s lights more beautiful and clearer.Transmit light and receive light back. Imagine as you play together, the two of your lights growmore beautiful. Think of your heart center as a flower, a bud that is opening with a beautiful light in its middle.9. And as your soul is all around you, its light is stimulating the light in the middle of this flowerin your heart. Sending you love. Increasing your capacity to receive and radiate love. Imaginethat waves of love are pouring out from your heart center to the soul and heart center of thisother person. Sense, by paying attention to your own energy, if you feel uplifted and expanded,more open or joyful in some way. If the love you are radiating is being received. How muchlove from you can this person open to receive? And notice as love comes back to you, how much love can you receive? Receive it now from10. this person’s soul. Let the flower of your heart open to receive. And imagine that you can blendyour two souls for a moment. You will remain an individual while you blend your souls. It is awonderful feeling of greatly enhanced love, light, peace and joy. You remain all that you are,and you gain all that the other has to offer. If you would like to do this, and the other person’ssoul is willing, thinking of the cord of light all around your spine, your soul all around you, thesolar light all around you and the other person as well. Imagine that you are two for a moment.Begin to move together. Your two heart centers blend as one. The center of each of your beings,the poles of light begin to blend. Enjoy the dance of light between you as you spiral up together,coming back to your energy, and then blending, coming back and then blending. Feel the loveand radiance of this person’s soul enhancing you. Bring the energy back to your own soul’s light. Feeling your own strength, power and wisdom.11. Thank the other person’s soul for being willing to play with you at this level. Thank the beingof light that has been with you. 
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Week Two
Step 3:  Learning About Your Soul Mate: Learn about the person you
have met at a soul level. Is this person on a path of growth that matches
yours? What is this person looking for in a relationship?In this journey, you will learn more about your soul mate. Begin by blending with your1. soul. This time without journeying to the soul plane. Call the solar light to you. Fillyourself with solar light. Breathing in and relaxing your body. Adjust your posture soyou are comfortable. Bringing in solar light with your breath. Your emotions aregrowing very calm. Imagine them as a vibrating energy in and around your physicalbody. As you breathe in solar light, this field of energy is becoming very still and calm.Very flowing and peaceful. And your emotions are becoming very calm. Imagine thatyour thoughts are being filled with light. Calling the solar light to you and surroundingyour thoughts with solar light, preparing to blend with your soul.Call your soul to you right now. Sense it approaching you. Its beautiful light in the2. center begins to embrace you and merge with your heart center. Sense your soul soloving and respectful, merging ever so gently. Sensing the enormous field of energyall around you. And your soul is a shimmering radiant light. It is sending light to you.Receive from your soul all the love and light it is sending you. Think of the soul of the person you have been working with, the soul mate that you3. have met. Imagine that you are calling this person’s soul to you and ask it to join youright now. You can sense the presence of this person’s soul simply by thinking aboutit. Invite it to join you and your soul.  Greet this person’s soul. Feel this person’s soulgreeting you. Send light to this person’s soul and sense how your light is received.Observe your light growing brighter as this person’s soul responds by growing lighter. Ask permission of this person’s soul to learn more about this person. If you get a sense4. that you get permission, continue. If you do not get a sense, go back and play withthis person’s soul as light. If you have a sense that this person is willing to show youmore about him/her, put your awareness on the center between your eyes, yourintuitive center, and ask your soul to energize this area right now so you may receiveclear impressions, images, or ideas from this person’s soul to yours.  You may or maynot receive images at this time when you ask this person’s soul. Ideas may come later.The images may not be exact, or they may be feelings. They may not show up at all.You are just beginning to play at this level. What is most important is to have fun, useyour imagination, and connect to this person’s soul. Let go of trying to do anything
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right. Let whatever you experience be the right and perfect experience for you as you workand play with the other person’s soul.  Receive images and ideas about this person’s life. Firstof all, ask this person what he/she would like to show you about his/her life. Open to receivegeneral ideas, impressions, feelings, or a sense. Ask to learn more about this person’s personality. Is he/she quiet or talkative? Does he or she5. like to be alone or socialize? Is he or she adventurous or a homebody? Ask to receive a senseof this person’s personality. Look at the way this person loves. You might start by radiating love to this person’s soul.6. Observe how this person receives your love and how much you can radiate, and how thisperson responds. Play together at this level for a moment. And ask this person’s soul to show you more about this person’s level of self!love and self!7. confidence. How does this person feel about him or herself?And ask to receive information, impressions or ideas about this person’s ability to communicate.8. How can you prepare for this communication to be clear? What changes can you make yourselfto increase the clarity and connection in the way you communicate?Observe if this person is connected and aware of his/her soul.9. Does this person listen to his/her inner messages and intuition, and to what degree?10. Is this person on a spiritual growth path that is similar to yours?11. Are you going to take on the role of a teacher, a partner in growth, or a student? 12. Ask this person’s soul to show you this person’s consciousness around abundance and money.13. Trust your imagination and the inner messages that you are receiving, even if you feel youhave to make it up.Sense this person’s vitality and health. Is it greater than yours, less than yours, or the same?14. Sense this vitality. Observe all that you can. If there is any other information for you to sense, such as where this person lives, information15. about his/her family, anything about his/her life, open to receive that now. Ideas may come to you when you least expect it. Find the sense of the ideas you receive. When16. this person comes into your life, note the similarities and differences from what you receive. 
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Step 4:  Exploring the Possible Relationship: Go into the future and explore what
a relationship might be like with this person. You will explore the lessons, higher
purpose, strengths, and more about your connection. You are going to explore the possible relationship that you can have with this soul mate. You1. will be using your imagination and using impressions from your soul and the other person’ssoul. Start by connecting with your soul. Begin by relaxing your body, calling solar light toyourself, and calming your emotions. Using your breath, travel into the center of your being,feeling very relaxed and calm. Let your mind become quiet and serene. Let go of the outer world, focus on the inner world of your thoughts, feelings, and impressions2. as you connect soul!to!soul with the soul of your soul mate. Call your soul to you. Imagine itin front of you. Watching as it gently and easily blends with you. Feel yourself growing so fullof light, as you sense the sphere of your soul all around you. Your soul centers with the beautifullight in the center of your heart center. Merging with your heart center, the flower of your heartcenter is opening up. Your soul is wise. It lives in a realm of no time and space. The soul andthe soul of your soul mate can see into the future and see probable realities and assist you increating as you envision them.Reach out now with your awareness, and sense the soul of the person you have been working3. with, the person you are considering drawing into your life. Find this person at the soul level.Meet this person’s soul as you have been doing. Greet this person’s soul warmly and feel the greeting returned. We are going to link with this4. person’s soul now to journey into the future, a probable future, one in which you have metand you are together. The connection that you seek is being fulfilled. Join with the otherperson’s soul now and imagine that you are traveling into a probable future. This person hascome into your daily life. Sense the good feeling in your heart. The warmth and nurturing thatthe two of you share. And your relationship is moving ahead. It is the relationship that youhave been seeking in whatever form you have been wanting. Now that you are with this person,in this probable future, imagine how your heart is opened. How has this relationship enhancedyour ability to love yourself? And awakened your heart? It is fine if it feels as if you are making it up. As you do, you are creating your future reality.5. Your imagination is a creative and powerful force. In addition, your soul is showing you aprobable future with this person. As you look at this future, observe your light. The flame oflight within you, notice if it is brighter. How much more are you living in the center of yourbeing? Sense the contribution that you have made to this person’s life. Sense the gifts you havereceived in return. 
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View your career or daily activities. How have they changed since you have been with this6. person? Think of your lifestyle with this person. In what ways has your daily life changed?  Do you feel7. happier, more alive? Are you doing different activities? In what ways has your relationship with your family or friends changed since you have been8. with this person? What are some of the greatest gifts that this relationship is giving you? 9. What, if any, are the challenges of this relationship for you? 10. What strengths and qualities has this relationship brought out in you? 11. Think of your joyful inner child for a moment, the part of you that likes to have fun. How do12. you connect with this part of this person’s soul? How are the two of you playing and havingfun together? Think of the part of you that enjoys affection, touching, and a physical relationship. Observe13. how the two of you are contributing to each other’s lives in this area. Ask your soul to show you anything it can about the higher purpose of this relationship for14. you.Ask to receive any other pictures of what your life might be like together. Any changes in your15. self!image, attitudes, beliefs, activities? Let the impressions flow into your mind. You have explored the probable future of this relationship and now you are going to work on16. yourself to prepare to have this soul mate to come into your life.Play with this person’s soul that you chose, strengthen your connection at the soul level. As17. you do, you are creating and bringing about a greater connection when you meet in person. 
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Week Three

Step 5:  Preparing for Your Soul Mate: Blend your intellect and intuition,
enhance your self-image, release and forgive the past, and let go of
beliefs that are blocking you from having this relationship. In the journey that follows, you will work with some of the qualities of your soul to1. prepare to meet your soul mate. Start by calling your soul to you. You might fillyourself with solar light, simply by thinking of it. Getting very calm and centeredwithin. Relaxing your body, feeling your breathing, and quieting and calming youremotions. Bring solar light to your thoughts. With your out breath, imagine you arereleasing any thoughts you do not want. Call your soul to you right now. Ask that it works with you to prepare you for your2. soul mate. Your soul is off in the distance. Coming closer and closer until it is right infront of you. It is happy to be here with you. Sense its warm greeting. Send your loveto your soul. Your soul lovingly, respectfully, and easily blends with you. Merging itsheart center with your heart center to amplify all the love that is within you. Noticea physical sensation as your heart aligns with your heart center. Pouring its love intoyou. Open to receive your soul’s love. Imagine loving yourself as your soul loves you.You love yourself consistently, steadily, gently, and softly.You are respectful of your inner desires and wishes. You pay attention to your needs.3. You honor yourself as your soul honors you. You know that you are a worthy, valuableand unique person. You honor who you are. You let go of the images of the past thatyou might be carrying about yourself. Pictures that have come from past relationshipsor things you were told about yourself. Imagine your soul is removing these images.These belong in the past. You will now pay attention to the images you have ofyourself and you will release those that are less than loving. Imagine your soul isfilling your mind with new images and thoughts about who you are. Believing thatyou are a wonderful and loving person. That you deserve love. Think of how kindand compassionate you are. Remember now times when you have been kind andcompassionate in a relationship with someone. See how accepting you are. Recognizeyour capacity to be loving, and to offer love to others. Acknowledge right now, some of the wonderful gifts you have to contribute to a4. relationship. How lucky someone is to have you in their life?  Think of your soul right now all around you, its magnificent and beautiful light. Let5. this beauty flow into every level of your being. Sense all the light you have to offer
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another. The light you bring from your soul, the light that you are. A soul mate will give youwhatever you give yourself. When you love and honor yourself, you will be honored. Whenyou appreciate the beauty and wonder of your own being, you will be appreciated in this way.A soul mate will mirror for you the way you feel about yourself. Is there some feeling aboutyourself or your life that you are waiting for a soul mate to give to you? Imagine a soul mate inyour life. How do you want to feel, and what do you think you will feel that you do not feelright now? Bring that feeling into yourself. Imagine you have this feeling without your soul mate. What6. things can you do, what could you do for yourself, what can you give yourself that would helpyou have this feeling right now so that you are giving to yourself what you are waiting for yoursoul mate to give to you? Think of ways you can do this. As you love and nurture yourself and create the feelings of love and joy that you expect7. someone else will give you, you learn to create these feelings for yourself. A soul mate willmirror back and enhance those feelings back to you. A soul mate can only give to you whatyou give yourself. If you are looking for your soul mate so you can begin to live your life in adifferent way, to begin something, to go places, think right now if there is anything you arewaiting to do or to begin until you have a soul mate in your life.Now imagine doing this now before you meet your soul mate. Be creative and think of ways8. you can begin to live this life right now. As you do this you become magnetic to your soul mate.Your aliveness increases. Your light grows. Think of how you might live this life now, this lifethat you think having a soul mate will bring you. To prepare for your soul mate, you will need to release something about the past. Ask yourself,9. “Is there any relationship that I need to completely release in order to bring a new relationshipinto my life?” If there is, affirm now that you are willing to release this. Making way for yournew relationship, releasing the past with love. If you are releasing another person you canthank his/her soul for all the growth you have experienced and gained from being together.Forgiving anything about yourself or the other person that might be holding you back. Lettinggo of guilt. Knowing that your relationship was successful and you have departed.Ask you soul to work with you now to release your past. Perhaps you need to release the10. images that you took on, like the way this person spoke of you or saw you. The images thatthis person reflected back to you. Ask your soul if there is anything about the past that needsto be released that would help you to create space for a new soul mate to come into your life. Make a commitment to your growth and your life right now. Make a commitment to making11. your life work. To do the things you have wanted to do (growing spiritually, taking time to
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meditate, to be in nature, to slow down and relax, or whatever you want to bring into yourlife). Create the most wonderful life you can imagine for yourself. Invite your soul mate intoyour life to share a life with you that is already joyful, filled with love, filled with a soulconnection, and a strong sense of self. To prepare for your soul mate, is to let go of needing asoul mate to come into your life to complete you in some way. Know that you are strong andcomplete and whole within. Appreciate all the gifts of growth that you are being given by nothaving a soul mate in your life right now. When you are ready, you will have one. Take a moment to give yourself a big thank you, congratulating and recognizing yourself for12. your willingness to grow for all the light you have right now, and for what a loving andwonderful person you are right now. Appreciate and acknowledge yourself as your soul lovesand appreciates you.  When you are ready, return to the room with the sense of your soul all around you and a new13. sense of appreciation for who you are.  Honor who you are even more. Create a wonderful life. 
Step 6:  Talking to Your Inner Advisor: Look deep within to discover if you really
want a soul mate. Change the thoughts and ideas that are keeping you from
having this loving relationship.In the journey that follows, you are going to connect with an old, wise, all!knowing part of1. yourself. You will give yourself advice about preparing for a soul mate, as well as yourwillingness to receive your soul mate. With this journey, you may want to have a piece of papernear!by. Begin by finding a position that is comfortable. You will want to sit for this meditation.Have your spine erect, your feet on the floor, and your hands at your side. You want to imaginethat you are a wise counselor. You are a wise spiritual advisor and you have been called in toadvise yourself about a soul mate. Imagine that you are called the counselor and that you cansee yourself sitting across from you. We will call this part of you “the client” and the wiseadvisor is the part of you that is giving advice. Move into the role of the advisor. You have theanswers and you know what this client needs to hear. Have fun and imagine all you can aboutyourself as the wise advisor. You are a spiritual counselor that has been called upon to assist.Notice how you sit. Notice your posture. You are an expert on soul mates and you know exactlywhat to do to prepare for them. And you know exactly what your client (who is yourself) needsto do to prepare for and attract one.Imagine how you, as the advisor, is dressed. As the advisor, see yourself sitting across from2. you, the self that is waiting for advice. Move into the role as the wise counselor. You are goingto give yourself advice.  As the wise advisor, are there any negative thoughts about soul matesthat are keeping this client from attracting one?
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Be the wise advisor now, and give yourself (this client) advice on what thoughts could be3. changed. Give yourself (your client) some new affirmations such as “There are many peoplereach my level of growth and I meet them easily.” Think of some positive affirmations thatwould be good for this client to say. As the wise counselor, assist your client in realizing limiting beliefs that might be keeping this4. client from attracting a soul mate relationship such as “It is a lot of work to be with anotherperson. I might lose my freedom. Relationships are hard or a struggle.” As the wise advisor,point out some beliefs about relationships that might need to be changed to attract awonderful, loving, and nurturing relationship.Guide your client to creating new and more positive beliefs. As the wise advisor, suggest some5. new positive beliefs that would benefit this person to have such as “I now believe thatrelationships are joyful and nurturing and that I can grow through joy in a relationship.”When those beliefs become clear, guide your client to see them written in gold letters, perhaps6. on the inner screen of their mind. As the wise advisor, assist your client in discovering if thereis really readiness for this soul mate relationship. Would you advise that it is time, or are thereother important things for this client to do?  As the wise advisor and counselor, what would you advise this client to do to prepare for a7. soul mate? Remember you are the client as well as the advisor.  But as the wise advisor, youknow exactly what this person needs to do to prepare for a soul mate. Advise this person now. Do you, as the advisor, feel that your client really intends to have a soul mate? Talk to this client8. about the level of intention and commitment it will take to attract a soul mate and to keep one. Is this person afraid of losing someone’s love if a soul mate comes into his/her life? Is there9. someone that is holding this person back from having a soul mate? Advise your client abouthow to work with and handle the situation. If this does not apply, advise your client on anythingthat he/she needs to let go of to bring this soul mate into his/her life.How might you advise this person that he/she deserves to have a soul mate and that it is10. possible to bring one into his/her life?As the wise advisor, give this self any message that comes to mind about what to focus on in11. his/her life right now, or any message you would like to tell this client yourself. You are wise,you are the expert on how this person can have joy in his/her life. This client is listening intently.Give your advice now. 
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Your inner advisor is available any time you want to talk to it. Imagine that you are the client12. now, sitting across from this advisor. Remember and recall all the things that this advisor saidthat stood out for you, such as the affirmations, beliefs, or thoughts that you want to remember.Thank this inner advisor for being with you and ask it if there is any other time you shouldmeet with this advisor. 
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Week Four
Step 7:  Subpersonality Journey: Work with that part of you that may be
resisting this relationship, aligning all your subpersonalities with the
vision of you having this soul mate relationship. This is a journey to explore a subpersonality. To meet and discover a part of yourself1. that be, in some way,  resisting a relationship. Many of your subpersonalities weredeveloped when you were young. They are trying in the best way they know how tohelp you. However, they may be working towards goals that you no longer want.They may not be aware of your new desires and visions. Whenever you create a goal,it is important to talk to your subpersonalities to show them what you are doing andask if there are any that resist, and to work, love and evolve those parts and gaintheir cooperation in drawing to you what you want.Begin to meet and evolve a subpersonality, by imagining yourself sitting in a beautiful2. meadow. There is a mountain nearby. You can see the beautiful flowers, trees, river,and you can feel the breeze. You feel so peaceful, whole and complete. You are thepart that talks to your subpersonality, the part who can advise them and work withthem. As you sit in this beautiful meadow, you are going to invite a part of yourself who is3. somehow resisting, or is not sure that it wants a relationship, to join you. You do notneed to know who this self is, simply invite it to join you. Imagine at a distance thispart of you is coming into view. Notice what it looks like. Is it young or old? How isthis part dressed? How does this subpersonality hold its body, how does it walk ormove? Notice its body language and posture. Is this a male or a female? For some ofyou, it may have the appearance of an animal or a symbol. As this part comes closer,greet it with warmth and love. Observe anything else you can about it. Ask this self, what it is afraid or worried about. If you had a soul mate, what are its4. concerns? Tell it that you love it and you are delighted that it can talk to you so openlyand honestly. Reassure this part of you that it will always play an important andvaluable role in your life. Ask it what good things it is trying to do for you.Ask this part if it would be willing to walk to the top of a mountain with you, to show5. it a new vision of who you want it to be. When it is ready, walk to the top of themountain. The sun is overhead and as this self comes with you, it is already growinglighter and freer. When you get to the top of the mountain, show this part of you theview. Let it see how much there is to see from this height. This is symbolically
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showing it a higher and wider perspective of your life. Turn to this self, and  and tell it or showit with your mind, a vision of what you would like to create that you would like it to help youwith. Show this self the vision of a soul mate. Show this self the vision of who you are becomingand who you want to be. Ask this part if it is willing to assist you. What would it need from you to cooperate with you?6. A being of light is going to assist you at the top of the mountain to evolve this part of you. Sensethis being’s presence as it comes into view (master, angel, guide). This being of light greets the subpersonality warmly. It is going to work with it to evolve it. This being takes thissubpersonality aside and begins to transmit energy to this subpersonality. You observe as thishappens. Watch as this part grows more beautiful, mature and balanced. And now the beingof light brings this self back to you. It has changed; it has grown. Notice how this part of youhas changed and evolved. Ask this self now how it might work with you to create what you want. How will the two of7. you work together? What is it good at doing for you and how might it apply those skills to this new goal?8. Ask this self to show you what it is going to do now in assisting you in attracting a soul mate.9. Let it show you its ideas of how it can assist you.Ask this self to find three ways to assist you, ways you do not even have to know about. Ideas10. will come into your mind. You will do those things that will naturally help you attract a soulmate. This part of you will be working behind the scenes to cooperate with you. Ask it now, tofind three creative ways to help you.Tell this part how much you love it, how powerful it is, and how glad you are to have it working11. with you. Ask it what it needs from you so it can carry out its role in assisting you. Imagine this part of you is turning into a symbol. Take this symbol into your hands and bring it12. into your heart. Let it merge and become one with you. This part of you is now working withyou to assist you in preparing for and attracting a soul mate. It is aligned with your vision. Itwill show you what to do and you are now working together. Having a soul mate will be a realityin your life when the time is right, when you are ready, and when the other person is ready. Walk down the mountain to the meadow. You have come together at a deep level. You are even13. more whole and complete. Ask if there are any other subpersonalites that need to be evolved.If there are, repeat this journey until all the subpersonalities are working with you to attractyour soul mate. Feeling that wonderful sense of wholeness within, come back.  
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Step 8:  Calling in Your Soul Mate: You are now ready to call your soul mate.
You will go to the Temple of the Masters to call to you the soul you have decided
upon. Celebrate your union, and have it energized by the masters. Journey to the soul plane as you have learned. Think of the soul plane above you, drawing you1. upward into the soul plane. Breathe in solar light and create a cocoon of solar light all aroundyour body. Feel your body relaxing as you imagine solar light permeating the cells, musclesand imagine all your physical body being bathed in solar light. Increase the vibration of yourbody. You are becoming more beautiful and light. Your emotions are growing calm and sereneas if the fog is being dissolved in the light. Your mind is becoming very clear. Any thoughts youdo not want, you are releasing with your out exhale. With the in breath, you are breathing inthe solar light. You are lifting into the soul plane. Sense the sea of light all around you and thesolar of light above you. Think of the temple of the enlightened ones in the soul plane. Let yourself be drawn to this2. temple as you think of it. As you approach the temple, feel the love emanating from theatmosphere. Feel the harmony, love, and serenity. The highest of beings come together here tosend and radiate love to humanity. A being of light greets you and welcomes you and bringsyou inside you a beautiful room where you will have a ceremony of joining with your soul mate. Sense what this room is like, the flowers, the atmosphere, and the beauty here. Your soul mate3. has been invited to come here. Perhaps it is an open room and you are outdoors. Perhaps it isa crystal room filled with crystals and color. Sense your soul all around you. Call it to you now. Blend with it as it centers its center with4. your heart center. Sense your soul as a sphere of light all around you. And let the serenity ofyour soul’s love permeate your being. Your soul knows that all is well. The universe is safe andalways working for you. Sense how beautiful and unique you are as seen through your soul’seyes. It loves you unconditionally. There is nothing about you that it does not love. It is joining you now to have a ceremony with the soul of your soul mate. Send out a call now5. to the soul of your soul mate, inviting it to join you. And feel it joyfully responding. It isdelighted you called it. Sense your soul mate with you now.It is as happy as you are at this joining. This soul mate has been waiting for you as you have6. been waiting for him/her. Imagine that you and your soul mate are standing side by side, facingthe being of light who is a guardian angel, or a loving being of light who is sponsoring the twoof you in your soul mate relationship. Sense this being’s love for both of you. This being standsin front of you and asks, “Are you wiling and ready to make a commitment to each other, tobecome a part of each other’s lives?” If you are ready, say, “Yes, I am ready.” And the being of
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light turns to your soul mate and asks the same question and your soul mate says, “Yes, I amready.” Your soul mate would not be here if he/she were not ready. Imagine that the being of light in front of you is sending both of you energy to assist you in7. harmonizing your souls, and to assist you in coming into each other’s daily lives. Beingmagnetic to meeting each other. You notice you are developing a magnetic connection to thissoul. You are becoming magnetic to this soul mate and this soul mate is becoming magnetic toyou. The being of love asks, “Are you willing to honor this person’s soul and to love thisperson?” and after you reply, your soul mate is asked the same question. The two of you turn to face each other, and strength, encouragement, love and support begins8. to flow back and forth between the two of you. Begin to feel your love and support flowing outof you towards this person. And receive the strength; support and love that is being sent backto you.In the presence of the being of light, the two of you are being joined at the heart level. Imagine9. a ray of light moving out from your heart center, to the other person’s heart center. Connectingheart!to!heart and soul!to!soul. Your soul’s love flows out from your heart center and to theheart center of the other person. Building a bridge of light between your two heart centers.And your soul is making your heart center magnetic. Rings of magnetic love circle your heartcenter. You are magnetic to this soul mate. Feel the soul of your soul mate moving closer toyou. You are moving closer to the magnetic energy of your soul mate. Begin to blend souls.Moving your soul closer to the other person’s soul. Feeling for a moment your two lightsbecoming one. All the soul qualities that you have gained ! the love, the joy, the peace, thetranquility, the courage, the intelligence, the power, and the presence of your soul flowing intothis person’s soul. You have so much to give. Now receive all the gifts this person’s soul has to give you. As you blend, receive the highest10. and best, amplifying all the good within you. Imagine that you are sounding your soul’s note and the other person is sounding his or her11. soul’s note and you are creating a beautiful melody together, a song that you will live out whenyou meet each other. Send this person a message of love such as “You are not alone, we are now together, whether12. or not our physical connection is on the physical plane, we have a connection on the soul plane,and from that connection we can gather strength. We can love each other and play togetherand prepare for our meeting.”Sense your readiness to have this soul come into your life. Your subpersonalities are13. cooperating with you. You believe you deserve to have a soul mate. You are living a life thatworks for you. You are doing those things that are loving to yourself and make you feel alive. 
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Invite this person into your life. Imagine opening your arms and opening up your heart and14. welcoming this person with all of your being into your life. Imagine this person welcomingyou in the same way with open arms and an open heart. You will meet at the perfect time andin the perfect way. Follow your aliveness. Do what you want to do and the universe will takecare of the rest? Let go and detach, live and enjoy your life. Know that your soul mate is onhis/her way into your life. Is there anything you can do to have this person come into your life? Think of something that15. you can do as a gesture or symbolic indication that you are ready to have this person comeinto your life, such as make room in your house,  closet, or garage for this person. You are learning and growing from your connection on the soul plane. You have deepened your16. commitment to yourself and your soul mate. You are preparing for this soul mate to come intoyour life.Celebrate and acknowledge your deep connection to this soul mate. Feel the strength and love17. you have given and received. 
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